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here’s no denying
winter’s icy talons are
thawing, and spring is
the perfect time to
get off the couch and once more
be active in the great outdoors.
From performance watches and
hydration reservoirs to sleeping
bags and polar fleeces, Cape
Union Mart has your next
adventure covered.

SPRING
INTO ACTION

THE DAYS ARE GETTING LONGER AND THE
SUN’S GETTING BRIGHTER—TIME TO HIT
THE TRAILS, SAYS NICK DALL

Fitbit Charge HR

It may look like nothing more
than a rubber bracelet, but the
Charge HR is actually a highly
intelligent piece of technical
wizardry that’s seriously fuss-free
to use. All you have to do is strap
it to your wrist and charge it every
five days or so—the unit will do
the rest. Like all Fitbit products, it’ll
track how many steps you take
during the day; it’ll automatically
record your sleep patterns; and
you’ll be able to access all the
data it gathers on Fitbit’s
industry-leading activity-tracking
platform. But—and this is a big
‘but’—the Charge HR will also
record your heart rate, 24 hours
a day, seven days a week. It does
this using an optical sensor that’s
very similar to the one in the
TomTom Runner Cardio (see next
page), but there are marked
differences. If you want to keep
continuous tabs on your
biorhythms, get the Charge HR.
But if you’re more into analysing
your performance while
running, cycling
or at the gym, the
Runner Cardio is
what you need.

Fitbit
Charge HR
R2 499
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If you thought TomTom only made GPSes,
you have another thing coming. Although
it’s relatively new to the performance-watch
market, its Runner Cardio has given a very
clear signal that the company intends to run
with the big boys. At first glance, the Runner
Cardio is a beautifully engineered device
that oozes funky athleticism, and closer
inspection only serves to ramp this up
another notch. The TomTom Runner Cardio
makes use of world-leading technology to
bring you a wrist-worn heart-rate monitor
that doesn’t require a chest strap. Instead, it
has an optical sensor that peers into your
capillaries and counts how often they pulse.
And that’s not all. It has a built-in GPS (duh!),

modern day-packs, making hands-free
sipping a cheap and easy reality for all.
It’s made from antibacterial medical-grade
silicone, and the hose has a quick-release
mechanism for easy cleaning.

K-Way 24oz Insulated
Water Bottle

The weather may be warming up, but that
doesn’t mean your drink has to do the
same. This stylish 700ml water bottle is
a pleasure to drink from, and features
a space-age foil inner that keeps your
drink icy for hours on end. You’ll be really
grateful for it when the sun’s
beating down relentlessly
and you’re still only
halfway up Suikerbossie.

K-Way Lite 40L
Hiking Pack
This ultra-lightweight
pack (it weighs only

The moment you take the Extreme Lite
500 out of its stuff sack, you know you’ve
something special in your hands. True, it’s
more expensive than a run-of-the-mill
polyester bag, but this super-lightweight
goose-down bag is from another planet.
Designed with adventure racers and
summer backpackers in mind, it weighs
only 470g and packs down smaller than
a loaf of bread. The outer is made from
ripstop nylon, and the soft polyester inner
wicks moisture away from your body. But
the real star of the show is the incredible
goose-down filling. With a comfort rating
of 9°C, you definitely wouldn’t want to
take it to Everest or the ‘Berg in winter—
but if you couple it with an inner sheet for
extra warmth, it can handle most South
African conditions easily. Provided
you take care of it properly,
it’ll last for yonks.

Salomon Men’s Speedcross
3 Shoes

Salomon is all about maximising support
while keeping weight to a minimum, and
this makes it the brand of choice for
many of the world’s best trail runners.
The Speedcross 3’s Sensifit design envelops
and cradles your feet for a precise fit that
minimises foot slippage, and the Quicklace
system means you’ll never again be able
to use an undone lace as an excuse for
a water break! The combination of
a cushioned midsole, Lightweight Muscle
chassis and aggressive Contagrip outsoles
means you’ll feel like you’re in a sedan
even if you’re on terrain that’s 4x4–only.
The Speedcross 3 is also available as
a women’s shoe.

K-Way 24oz
Insulated
Water Bottle
R150

TomTom Runner
Cardio GPS Watch
R2 999
K-Way Lite 40L
Hiking Pack
R750

a scratch-resistant
display, and a whole
host of super-intuitive modes that get
a double thumbs-up from DC Rainmaker—
the most established critic in the business.
What’s more, the Runner Cardio is waterresistant to a depth of 50 metres; it can
wirelessly communicate with your
smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth; and it
weighs a hard-to-believe 63 grammes.

K-Way 2L Hydration Reservoir
Whether you’re heading for the hills,
pounding the tarmac or cycling up
a storm, one thing’s for certain: You’ll
need liquid, and plenty of it. This rapid-fill
hydration reservoir is compatible with most
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K-Way Men’s Razorback
Fleece Jacket

Ever since they took the outdoor world by
storm in the 1980s, fleece jackets have
been warm and lightweight—but in the
old days, they were also bulky and a bit
restrictive. The sleek K-Way Razorback
throws all of that out the window by
using the latest technology to bring you
a warm-and-toasty zip-up jacket that
weighs a mere 240g, is small enough to
stuff in the side pouch of your daypack, and
is so flexible and stretchy that you’ll forget
you’re even wearing it. The fleece also has
an anti-pill finish to prevent bobbling.

K-Way Men’s Arc Jacket

In the mountains, the weather can change
in an instant, but carrying a full-on rain
jacket in the middle of a Cape summer
seems a bit silly, doesn’t it? The K-Way
Arc is a lightweight active shell
that’s windproof, breathable

midday. The shorts have cunning zip
pockets for essentials such as cash and
energy gels, and are made from a fabric
that dries so quickly, you’ll only ever need
one pair. If you’re serious about running,
you really should treat yourself to a pair
of these sleek athletic machines.

K-Way Men’s Slipstream
Jacket

The all-new K-Way Slipstream jacket will
only be in stores October 2015, but those
of us who are lucky enough to have tried
out the prototypes can assure you it’ll be
worth waiting for.
This ultralight
(140g!) jacket
is 100%
windproof
and its

K-Way Men’s
Arc Jacket
R699
K-Way
Extreme Lite
500 Sleeping Bag
R1 999

K-Way Men’s
Tundra Boots
R1 999

Salomon Men’s
Speedcross 3 Shoes
R1 999
K-Way Men’s Slipstream
Jacket R799

K-Way Men’s
Razorback
Fleece Jacket
R499

KEEN Men’s
Newport Sandals
R1 299

K-Way 2L
Hydration
Reservoir
R250
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K-Way Extreme Lite 500
Sleeping Bag
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TomTom Runner Cardio
GPS Watch
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K-Way Men’s
Knox Shorts
R450

KEEN Men’s Newport Sandals

767g!) is deceptively roomy and
exceptionally versatile. At 40 litres, it’s
more than big enough for an overnight
hike (or even something longer if you
pack carefully), but it’s also perfectly at
home on day hikes and it has the funky
good looks you’d expect from an urban
commuter pack. It is hydration-system
compatible, made of tough-as-nails
ripstop nylon, and features loads of
nifty pouches and pockets.
The list goes on…

American brand, KEEN, makes the best
all-terrain sandals in the business, and the
Newport is its most trusted style. It offers
unbelievable support, and its ingenious
strap design means you can customise
the sandal to fit your foot perfectly.
What’s more, the multidirectional lugs
on the outsole give maximum traction on
slippery surfaces. The washable, waterproof
leather used in the construction of the
Newports means they are actually
machine-washable (cold wash, gentle
cycle) and the Microbe Shield treatment on
the lining keeps the sandals odour-free for
longer. Talk about form meeting function!
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K-Way Men’s Tundra Boots

Gosh, this is an attractive boot! But it’s
so much more than just a pretty face.
The K-Way Tundra ticks all the boxes.
Its combination leather-and-mesh upper
is tough where you need it to be and
breathable elsewhere, and the steel
shank between the midsole and outsole
gives it some serious backbone. Thanks
to its durable water-repellent coating
and waterproof lining, the Tundra will
keep you dry no matter how many
puddles there are on the trail. But
because the lining is also breathable,
you won’t have to deal with excess
perspiration on a hot day.
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and finished with
a water-repellent
coating. But it’s so
small that it packs
into its own chest
pocket! It won’t keep
you dry in a deluge, but you’ll be
amazed at how effectively it
combats wind chill and light drizzle.

K-Way Men’s Knox Shorts

These are the Ferraris of the running
shorts world. They are unbelievably
lightweight; their gusset is exceedingly
comfortable and is guaranteed to prevent
chafe; and they do a better job of moisture
management than the Kalahari sun at

ergonomic tailored fit is designed not to
rustle or flap, no matter how much you
push it on those downhills. It’s waterrepellent as well, and boasts the breathability that’s essential in cutting-edge
active wear. As the name suggests, it was
designed with cyclists and runners in
mind, but we wouldn’t be surprised if it’s
taken up by gym bunnies too—it certainly
does have good looks on its side!
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